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ABSTRACT

Face recognition from still face images suffers due to intra-
personal variations caused by pose, illumination, and expres-
sion that degrade the performance. On the other hand, videos
provide abundant information that can be leveraged to com-
pensate the limitations of still face images and enhance face
recognition performance. This paper presents a video based
face recognition algorithm that computes a discriminative
video signature as an ordered list of still face images. The
video signature embeds diverse intra-personal and temporal
variations across multiple frames, thus facilitates matching
two videos with large variations. Two videos are matched by
comparing their discriminative signatures using the Kendall
tau similarity distance measure. Performance comparison
with the benchmark results and a commercial face recogni-
tion system on the publicly available YouTube faces database
show the efficacy of the proposed video based face recogni-
tion algorithm.

Index Terms— Video based face recognition, Rank ag-
gregation, Dictionary based face recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Face recognition from still images is a well-studied problem
and several algorithms have been proposed to address differ-
ent covariates such as pose, illumination, expression, aging,
and disguise [1]. However, the performance of face recogni-
tion algorithms is affected by large intra-personal variations
in unconstrained scenario. Though significant amount of
research has been done in matching still face images under
different conditions, use of videos for face recognition is
relatively less explored. The challenges and limitations of
still face recognition drive the research in video based face
recognition. Moreover, widespread use of video cameras
for surveillance and security applications, improvementsin
quality, and reduction in price of sensors (video cameras)
have stirred extensive research interest in video based face
recognition. Videos cover wide intra-personal variationswith
multiple frames capturing different pose, illumination, and
expression variations. This diverse information can be ag-
gregated together for efficient face recognition across large
variations.

Survey on video based face recognition by Barret al. [2]

categorizes different approaches as set-based and sequence-
based approaches. Set-based approaches [3, 4] utilize abun-
dance and variety of information in a video to achieve re-
silience to sub-optimal capture conditions. Approaches that
model image sets as distributions use between-distribution
similarity to match two image sets [5, 6]. However, the per-
formance of such approaches is dependent on the parameter
estimation of the underlying distribution. Image sets are often
modeled as linear sub-spaces [7, 8] and manifolds [5, 9, 10]
where matching is performed by measuring the similarity be-
tween the input and reference subspaces/manifolds. The per-
formance of a subspace/manifold based approach is depen-
dent on maintaining the image set correspondences. To ad-
dress this limitation, Cuiet al. [11] propose to align two im-
age sets using a common reference set before matching. On
the other hand, sequence-based approaches explicitly utilize
the temporal information, such as modeling it with Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) [12], for improved face recognition
performance.

This research proposes a video based face recognition al-
gorithm where the discriminative signature of a video is gen-
erated as an ordered list of still face images from a dictionary.
A dictionary is a large collection of face images where ev-
ery individual has multiple images captured under different
pose, illumination, and expression variations. Further, two
videos are matched by comparing their video signatures us-
ing Kendall tau similarity distance [13].

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Recent studies in face recognition [14, 15] show that generat-
ing image signature based on a dictionary is more robust for
matching images across large variations than directly com-
paring two images or its features. Patelet al. [14] proposed
a sparse approximation based approach where test images are
projected onto a span of elements in learned dictionaries and
resulting residual vectors are used for classification. Primar-
ily, dictionary based face recognition approaches are limited
to still face images except for a video based face recogni-
tion technique proposed by Chenet al. [16] using video-
dictionaries. Moreover, existing approaches discard the char-
acteristics embedded in ranked lists and only consider the
overlap between two ranked lists as final similarity. As shown
in Fig. 1, the proposed algorithm starts by extracting multi-



Fig. 1. Illustrates the block diagram of the proposed approach formatching two videos.

ple frames from a video. A ranked list of images from the
dictionary is computed for each frame. A ranked list is an or-
dered list of still face images where each image is positioned
based on its similarity to the input frame with the most sim-
ilar image positioned at the top of list. Since each video has
several frames, the algorithm computes multiple ranked lists
across all video frames. These ranked lists are then combined
into a single list using Markov chain based rank aggregation
technique [13]. The aggregated ranked list forms the discrim-
inative video signature. Finally for matching two videos, their
aggregated ranked lists are compared using Kendall tau sim-
ilarity distance that incorporates the rankings as well as the
similarity among images to compute the final similarity be-
tween two lists. The proposed algorithm draws its motivation
from rank aggregation techniques in information retrieval. In
biometrics, rank aggregation techniques such as Borda count
[17] have been explored for rank-level fusion; however to the
best of our knowledge, it is the first approach that proposes
rank aggregation for combining multiple ranked lists to char-
acterize an individual in a video.

2.1. Dictionary

Dictionary is a large collection of still face images where
each individual has multiple images capturing a wide range
of intra-personal variations. In our research, the dictionary
comprises38, 488 images pertaining to337 individuals from
the CMU Multi-PIE [18] database captured in four sessions.

2.2. Computing the Ranked List

Let U be the set of all images in the dictionary andV be a
video of an individual comprisingn frames. Face region from
each frame is detected1 and represented as{F1, F2, ..., Fn}.
To generate the ranked lists, face region from each frame is

1OpenCV’s boosted cascade of haar-like features is used for face detec-
tion and detected faces are resized to 192× 224 pixels.

compared with all images in the dictionary using uniform cir-
cular local binary patterns (UCLBP) [19, 20]. In this research,
UCLBP is used because of its robustness to gray-level inten-
sity changes and high computational efficiency. For comput-
ing UCLBP descriptor, the face image is first tessellated into
non-overlapping local patches of size32× 32. For each local
patch, the UCLBP descriptor is computed based on8 neigh-
boring pixels uniformly sampled on a circle of radius size2.
The concatenation of descriptors from each local patch consti-
tutes the UCLBP descriptor of an image and two UCLBP de-
scriptors are matched usingχ2 distance. To generate a ranked
list Ri corresponding to the input frameFi, the retrieved dic-
tionary images are positioned based on their distance toFi

with the least distinct image positioned at the top of the list.
For a videoV , the proposed algorithm computes a set of
ranked lists{R1, R2, ..., Rn} corresponding ton frames of
the video. Multiple ranked lists across different video frames
facilitate to capture large temporal and intra-personal varia-
tions of an individual.

2.3. Aggregating Ranked List using Markov Chains

Multiple ranked lists computed acrossn frames of a video
have significant amount of overlap. It is computationally ex-
pensive and inefficient to compare multiple ranked lists across
two videos because of the redundant information. Therefore,
multiple ranked lists of a video are aggregated into a single
optimized ranked list, denoted asOR, to form the video sig-
nature. Rank aggregation is aimed at computing an aggregate
ranking that minimizes the distance from each of the input
ranked lists. To compute the video signature, multiple ranked
lists are mapped onto a Markov chain. A Markov chain is
represented by a set of states (nodes)S={1, ..., s}. The pro-
cess starts in one of these states and moves successively from
one state to another with a probability denoted bypi,j . The
probability depends only upon the current state and not on
any previous states. The probabilitiespi,j are called transi-



tion probabilities and are represented by a transition probabil-
ity matrix P of dimensions × s. The transition probabilities
are defined by relative rankings of images in the ranked lists
across multiple frames of the video.

2.3.1. Mapping Ranked Lists onto a Markov Chain

Dwork et al. [21] proposed different schemes to map multiple
ranked lists onto a Markov chain. According to the MCS4
mapping scheme, a transition from the stateSk = I to Sk+1

is performed by choosing a stateJ randomly fromU . I andJ
are the images retrieved from dictionary that form states inthe
markov chain. Ifr(J) < r(I), wherer(·) represents the rank,
for a majority of ranked lists that ranked bothI andJ , then
Sk+1 = J , otherwise similarity transition with a probability
γ (γ = 1) is executed. A similarity transition is defined based
on the similarity among the nodes. A similarity transition
from Sk = I is executed by selectingJ from U randomly
from the weighted distribution,

Pr(I → J) =
Sim(I, J)

∑
l∈U Sim(I, l)

(1)

where,Sim(I, J) is the similarity between two imagesI and
J computed using UCLBP. It facilitates to utilize the similar-
ity among the images along with their rankings across multi-
ple ranked lists of a video. If no similarity transition is exe-
cuted, then an epsilon transition with a probabilityǫ (ǫ = 0.1)
is executed. Epsilon transition is executed atSk by choos-
ing an itemJ randomly fromU and settingSk+1 = J . Ep-
silon transitions eliminate the possibility of sink nodes in the
Markov chain and ensure a smooth ranking of all items in
U . If no epsilon transition is executed, thenSk+1 = I. Us-
ing these mapping rules, multiple ranked lists for a video are
transformed into a Markov chain.

2.3.2. Ordering Nodes using Stationary Distribution

The stationary distribution represents the proportion of time
that a Markov chain is in any particular state. A row vector
π is called stationary distribution over a set of statesS if π

is a probability distribution such thatπ = πP , whereP is
the transition probability matrix. It represents the equilibrium
state of a Markov chain and can be approximated using power
method on the transition probability matrix to find the domi-
nant eigenvector of the matrix. Dworket al [21] observed that
stationary distribution implies an ordering on states whenthe
transition probabilities in a Markov chain are representedby
relative rankings. In this research, it is utilized for combin-
ing ranked lists across multiple frames of a video to generate
a combined ranked list as the video signature. The states in
a Markov chain are ranked based on the stationary distribu-
tion where the state with the highest value inπ is positioned
at the top of the ranked list. It is observed that the similar-
ity between a video frame and images in the dictionary drops

after a particular rank (say rankq) and the order of images
is less discriminative beyond that point. Therefore, in thefi-
nal aggregated ranked list, images till rankq (q = 100 in our
case) are considered as the video signature. The algorithm to
compute the discriminative video signature based on still face
images from the dictionary is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for computing the video signature
Input: A set of dictionary imagesU and a videoV .
Process:Decompose videoV into n frames and detect fa-
cial regions asF1, F2, ...., Fn for all frames.
Compute Ranked Lists
Iterate: i= 1 to n (number of frames)
ComputeRi fromU using UCLBP andχ2 distance.
end iterate.
Rank Aggregation
Step-1: Map ranked listsR1, R2, ...., Rn onto a Markov
chainM : states inM ∈ U .
Step-2: Compute the stationary distributionπ onM .
Step-3: Sort states inM with decreasing values inπ.
Output: Aggregated ranked listOR as the video signature.

2.4. Matching the Ranked Lists

Rank aggregation across multiple ranked lists yields similar
rankings to similar items. Therefore, the distance measure
to compare two ranked lists should penalize the score if two
similar items are not placed nearby in the aggregated ranked
lists. The standard Kendall tau distance does not account for
similarity among items in the list. Therefore, to incorporate
the similarity among the dictionary images while computing
the number of pairwise disagreements in the ranked lists, the
Kendall tau similarity distance proposed by Sculley [13] is
used. It incorporates the similarity among dictionary images
by formulating an aggregate similarity position function (g)
and an aggregate similarity list (Rg). The aggregate similarity
position of an image,I, for a listRi with similarity function
Sim(·, ·) is defined as:

g(I,Ri, Sim(·, ·)) =

∑
J∈Ri

Sim(I, J)Ri(J)
∑

J∈Ri
Sim(I, J)

(2)

whereJ is an image in the ranked listRi andSim(·, ·) is
the similarity computed using UCLBP. Aggregate similarity
list, Rg, is composed from listsOR1 andOR2 such that for
every imageI ∈ OR1, Rg(I) = g(I,OR2, Sim(·, ·)). The
Kendall tau similarity distance between two ranked listsOR1

andOR2 is given as:

Ksim(OR1, OR2, Sim(·, ·)) =

1

2
{K(OR1, Rg(OR1, OR2, Sim(·, ·))) +

K(OR2, Rg(OR2, OR1, Sim(·, ·)))} (3)



Thus,Ksim(OR1, OR2) is a distance score computed as
an average of the Kendall tau distance between (1)OR1 and
its aggregate similarity list drawn fromOR2 and (2)OR2 and
its aggregate similarity list drawn fromOR1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The efficacy of the proposed video based face recognition al-
gorithm is evaluated on the YouTube faces database [4] com-
prising3, 425 videos of1, 595 individuals downloaded from
YouTube. The database provides ten-fold pair-wise matching
(‘same’/‘not-same’) test benchmark protocol. In our exper-
iments, training is performed on nine splits and the perfor-
mance is computed on the tenth split. The final performance
is reported as an average of the10 folds. The performance
of the proposed algorithm is compared with the benchmark
results provided by Wolfet al. [4] and an off-the-shelf com-
mercial face recognition system, Neurotechnology VeriLook
(referred to as COTS). For matching two videos using COTS,
set-to-set matching is used where each frame in the first video
is matched to all frames in the second video. The mean score
obtained corresponding to all frames of the second video is
assigned as the similarity score of the frame in the first video.
The final similarity score of the first video is the average score
of all the frames in that video.

Fig. 2. ROC curves compare the performance of proposed al-
gorithm with benchmark tests on the YouTube faces database
[4].

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves in Fig. 2
show the efficacy of the proposed algorithm for unconstrained
video based face recognition in verification scenario. Table 1
reports that the proposed algorithm achieves an average accu-
racy of78.3% at an equal error rate (EER) of21.6%. The area
under the curve (AUC) is at least3% greater than existing ap-
proaches and COTS. This improvement in the performance is
due to the fact that video signatures generated using dictio-
nary of still face images capture wide intra-personal and tem-
poral variations across multiple frames, and thus can be effi-
ciently used to match videos with large variations. Markov
chain based aggregation yields a list which minimizes the

Table 1. Performance comparison on the YouTube faces
database [4]. Verification accuracy is reported at EER.

Algorithm Accuracy± SD AUC EER
MBGS(mean) CSLBP [4] 72.4±2.0 78.9 28.7
MBGS(mean) FPLBP [4] 72.6±2.0 80.1 27.7
MBGS(mean) LBP [4] 76.4±1.8 82.6 25.3
COTS 67.9±2.3 74.1 33.1
Proposed 78.3±1.7 85.8 21.6

overall distance from multiple ranked lists across the video
frames and helps characterizing an individual in the video.
Existing video based approaches that use set-to-set similar-
ities do not consider that multiple frames capture different
intra-personal variations. Matching such diverse image sets
independently leads to sub-optimal performance. The pro-
posed algorithm also incorporates the similarity among the
images in ranked list along with their rankings. It facilitates
to compensate for noisy rankings and enhances the effective-
ness of comparison between the ranked lists. Fig. 3 shows
examples where the proposed algorithm successfully classi-
fied and where it failed to correctly classify the videos.

Fig. 3. Illustrating examples when the proposed algorithm
correctly classified (a) same, (b) not-same video pairs (repre-
sented row-wise). The proposed algorithm incorrectly classi-
fied (c) same and (d) not-same video pairs.

4. CONCLUSION

This research transforms the problem of video based face
recognition into the problem of comparing two ordered lists
of images. It starts with computing a ranked list for every
frame in the video using computationally efficient texture
based features. Multiple ranked lists across the frames are
then combined using Markov chain based rank aggregation
to form the video signature. The video signature thus em-
bed large intra-personal variations across multiple frames.
Finally to match two videos, kendall tau distance measure is
used to compare their video signatures. The proposed algo-
rithm provides significant improvements in performance on
the YouTube faces database.
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